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Abstract: Radiation-induced graft polymerization provides industrially superior functionalization
schemes by selection of existing polymer substrates and design of graft chains. In this review, by a
pre-irradiation method of the radiation-induced graft polymerization and subsequent chemical
modifications, charged polymer chains grafted onto various components and shapes of the
polymer substrates are described. The charged graft chains immobilized onto a porous hollow-fiber
membrane captured proteins in multilayers via multipoint binding. A membrane onto which
positively charged graft chains are immobilized, i.e., an anion-exchange porous hollow-fiber
membrane, was commercialized in 2011 for the removal of undesirable proteins in the purification of
pharmaceuticals. On the other hand, a membrane onto which negatively charged graft chains are
immobilized, i.e., a cation-exchange porous hollow-fiber membrane, exhibited a low permeation
flux for pure water; however, the prepermeation of an aqueous solution of magnesium chloride
through the membrane restored the permeation flux because of ionic crosslinking of graft chains with
magnesium ions. The charged graft chains provide a precipitation field for inorganic compounds
such as insoluble cobalt ferrocyanide. The graft chains entangle or penetrate a precipitate owing to
electrostatic interactions with the surface charge on the precipitate. Braids and wound filters composed
of insoluble-cobalt-ferrocyanide-impregnated fibers are used for the removal of radiocesium from
contaminated water at Tokyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO) Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

Keywords: charged graft chain; radiation-induced graft polymerization; porous hollow-fiber membrane;
protein capture; fibrous adsorbent; cesium removal

1. Introduction of Radiation-Induced Graft Polymerization

Radiation-induced graft polymerization was first reported in the 1950s [1–3] and was considered
a promising technique to modify polymeric materials. Radiation-induced radical polymerization
is widely applicable to various components and shapes of polymeric materials compared with
other grafting techniques [4–9]. This allows us to select polymer substrates in terms of specific
applications. Novel functional materials that demonstrate high performance have been manufactured
via radiation-induced graft polymerization. Examples include diaphragms of button batteries,
chemical filters for ultraclean rooms, and ion-exchange materials for ultrapure water system. For the
preparation scheme of graft-type functional materials, there is an analogy between graftings performed
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by gardeners and by chemists (Figure 1). In this review, we focused on a pre-irradiation method, which
is one of radiation-induced graft polymerization techniques, and its schematic is shown in Figure 1b.
Grafting is known as one of the effective agricultural techniques. By cutting a branch with scissors,
the gardeners form a graft site on a tree with little or no fruit on its branches. Subsequently, they graft
a branch which yields an abundant harvest. Similarly, by cleaving covalent bonds with radiation
irradiation, chemists form graft sites (radicals) in polymeric materials suitable for specific applications.
Radicals are unpaired electrons and generally show high chemical reactivity. They then graft a polymer
branch with suitable capabilities. The successive contact of vinyl monomers, double-bond-containing
monomers, with the radicals in the polymeric substrates inducing the growth of the polymer chain
before termination occurs. By combining the polymeric materials (substrates) and polymer branches
(graft chains), radiation-induced graft polymerization provides us with facile design of desirable and
useful functional materials.

Figure 1. Analogy between graftings performed by gardeners and chemists. (a) Graft site formation
and grafting by gardeners for production of a tree with abundant fruits, (b) Graft site formation and
grafting by chemists for preparation of a material with desirable functions.

2. Production and Storage of Radicals

To produce radicals in the polymer substrates, radiations such as electron beam and gamma rays
can be applied. An electron beam is emitted from an electron gun at a prescribed electrical voltage
and current. Emitted electrons penetrate the polymer substrates placed beneath the gun and produce
radicals. For a small-scale irradiation, the polymer substrates are enclosed into a gas barrier bag with
deoxygenating agent and put on a conveyer. Cobalt-60 (Co-60) has been widely utilized for gamma
ray irradiation. The irradiation dose is adjustable by selecting the appropriate distance and irradiation
time. Nowadays, radiation irradiation is primarily applied to the sterilization of various materials
at a precise dose with acceptable cost. In addition, there are fifteen thousand electron accelerators
for a commercial use worldwide [10]. The grafting process is available on an industrial scale and
can be applied without owning the irradiation facilities, which is preferable for radiation-induced
graft polymerization.
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Radiation-induced graft polymerization are divided into two methods: pre-irradiation and
simultaneous irradiation graft polymerization methods [1,2,11–13]. The former method needs to
irradiate polymer substrates before a vinyl monomer is grafted, whereas the latter method needs to
irradiate the polymer substrates and vinyl monomers simultaneously for radical generation and grafting.
Basically, the former provides a brush structure because radicals are generated only on the substrate and
the polymer grows from the radicals, as shown in Figure 1b. The latter provides a polymer gel to the
surface of the substrate. Because radicals are generated not only in the substrate but also in the solvent
molecules in the solution, the polymer grows from all the radicals; subsequently, the grafted polymer
from the surface and excessive ungrafted polymer in the solution are generated. The grafted and
ungrafted polymers generated by the simultaneous irradiation form a three-dimensional crosslinked
polymer network or polymer gel. In this review, we focused on the pre-irradiation graft polymerization
method because it is advantageous in that the formation of ungrafted polymer can be limited and
a graft-polymerization is independently processed from an irradiation step, leading to promoting
the industrial production of polymer chain-grafted materials. However, the pre-irradiation grafting
requires storage of radicals.

Specifications of the radicals formed on the trunk polymers, such as species, location, and lifetime,
are reported to design the adsorbents using radiation-induced graft polymerization technique [14].
For example, electron beam irradiation to polyethylene generates three types of radicals, i.e., alkyl,
allyl, and peroxy radicals. Depending on the accessibility of oxygen to the radicals, different decay
behavior was observed. Oxygen-accessible alkyl radicals rapidly decayed in air compared to the
other two radicals. As the vinyl monomer also diffuses into the oxygen-accessible sites, the alkyl
radicals will contribute to the graft polymerization. In addition, long-term radical storage was
demonstrated by maintaining the irradiated polymer substrates below its glass transition temperature;
for example, almost no decay of alkyl radical was observed by maintaining the irradiated polyethylene
substrate at a dry-ice temperature of 195 K, where the matrix polymers have no mobility below a
glass transition temperature of 203 K for polyethylene [14]. The capability of radical storage has an
industrial significance: The graft polymerization step can be separated from the irradiation step with
electron beams or gamma rays.

3. Classification and Evaluation of Graft Chain

For polymeric materials, such as polyethylene, matrices have crystalline and amorphous domains.
The crystalline domain is an integrated structure of lamella formed by the tightly folded polymer
chains, whereas the amorphous domain is formed by loose polymer chains. As mentioned above,
radiation generates radicals throughout the matrix, that is, radicals are produced both in the crystalline
and amorphous domains. Graft polymerization starts from the radicals. Therefore, graft chains are
classified into two types on the basis of the formation site within the polymer substrate: Graft chains
embedded in the polymer matrix of the substrate and graft chains extending from the substrate
surface. The former and latter graft chains are referred to as the polymer root and polymer brush,
respectively. The polymer root is surrounded by polymers of the substrates, which is characteristic
of radiation-induced graft polymerization, whereas the polymer brush is formed by other methods
of graft polymerization, such as chemical- [15,16], photo- [17,18], and plasma- [19,20] induced
graft polymerization.

Isolating the polymer brush from the polymer root is technically challenging. Thus, the mole
percentages of the polymer brush and root in the graft chain have not been fully understood.
Ishihara et al. [21,22] proposed a method for determining the mole percentage of the polymer brush
and root. The swelling behavior accompanied by the introduction of charged groups into the graft
chain with poor solvent can provide the estimation of such percentages (Figure 2). The ratio of polymer
brush to polymer root may be affected by the experimental conditions, such as the component and
shape of the polymer substrates, irradiation conditions, type of monomer for grafting, and solvents for
grafting. To date, the effect of dose [21] and solvent viscosity [22] on the mole percentages of polymer
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brush and root grafted onto porous polyethylene sheet have been investigated. The polymer brush
and root in porous polymeric adsorbents share respective roles. A smaller target (i.e., metal ions)
binds to the polymer root as well as the brush, whereas a larger target (a protein) binds to only the
polymer brush. The polymer root induces swelling of the polymer matrix, thereby minimizing the
pore size reduction associated with the polymer brush. For the preparation of ion-exchange materials
represented by polyethylene films [23] and nylon fibers [24,25], the polymer root must penetrate the
amorphous domain across the film thickness before ion-exchange groups are introduced into the
polymer root. This suggests that the polymer root plays a major role in governing the performance of
ion-exchange materials. Control of the molar ratio of polymer brush to polymer root will enable the
precise design of polymer chain-grafted functional materials.

Figure 2. Schematics of determination method for mole percentage of the polymer brush and root.

4. Preparation of Functional Materials Utilizing Radiation-Induced Graft Polymerization

Radiation generates radicals throughout the matrix of the polymeric substrates and polymerization
starts from the radicals, resulting in producing polymer chain-grafted materials. Unlike other grafting
techniques [4–9], radiation-induced radical polymerization does not require initiators. This enables
utilization of various components and shapes of polymer substrates without losing their properties
and shapes (Figure 3a). Therefore, we can select the component and shape of the polymer substrate
suitable for specific applications for the preparation of adsorbents utilizing radiation-induced graft
polymerization. Various polymeric materials such as polyethylene (PE) [26,27], nylon [28], cellulose [29,30],
PE and polypropylene (PP) [31], poly(ethylene terephthalate) and PP [32] have been utilized as
substrates. Polyimide and polyethylene terephthalate show a weak activity in radiation-induced
graft polymerization, as they form stable resonance structures after irradiation. Various shapes of
materials such as membranes [33–35], nonwoven fabrics [31,36], porous hollow-fiber membranes [37,38],
fibers [25], plant fibers [39], and particles [40,41] have been utilized as substrates.

As for the graft chain, various vinyl monomers are applicable to graft polymerization (Figure 3b).
According to the purpose of the applications, hydrophobic [42], hydrophilic [43], ion-exchangeable [44],
and amphiphilic [45] polymer chains have been appended by radiation-induced graft polymerization.
The direct introduction of functional groups with functional vinyl monomers is favorable in
terms of industrial applications. For example, cation- and anion-exchange materials are readily
prepared by grafting sodium styrene sulfonate (SSS, CH2=CHC6H4SO3Na) [44] and vinyl benzyl
trimethyl ammonium chloride (VBTAC, CH2=CHC6H4CH2N(CH3)3Cl) [46] onto irradiated polymer
substrates, respectively.
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Figure 3. Constituents for the preparation of functional materials by utilizing radiation-induced graft
polymerization. (a) Utilizable components and shapes as substrates, (b) vinyl monomers for graft chains.

5. Charged Graft Chain

For the complex design of the polymer substrate surface, copolymerization or subsequent
chemical modifications could be a countermeasure. For example, for obtaining hydrophilic graft chains
from hydrophobic polymer substrates, copolymerization of neutral (uncharged) vinyl monomers
with hydrophilic vinyl monomers provides ideal performances [47]. Hydrophilic vinyl monomers
themselves show poor accessibility to the irradiated hydrophobic polymer substrate, leading to a low
grafting rate. Copolymerization of neutral (uncharged) vinyl monomers and the hydrophilic vinyl
monomers is an effective way to improve the accessibility [47]. In addition, reactive vinyl monomer
grafting and subsequent chemical modification are effective for obtaining hydrophilic graft chains from
hydrophobic polymer substrates. Glycidyl methacrylate (GMA, CH2=CCH3COOCH2CHOCH2) is a
representative reactive vinyl monomer. Because GMA is a hydrophobic monomer, grafting from the
hydrophobic polyethylene substrate can be easily achieved. GMA has an epoxy group which allows
to readily react with a wide range of chemical groups such as amino and thiol groups. Therefore,
hydrophilic ligands with the groups can be introduced [48,49], resulting in obtaining hydrophilic graft
chains from a hydrophobic substrate. Thus, copolymerization or subsequent chemical modifications of
the graft chain provides further diversity for the substrates.

Since 1984, we have been preparing polymeric adsorbents via radiation-induced graft
polymerization [50]. For example, polymeric adsorbents in porous hollow-fiber forms collect valuable
substances such as palladium and remove hazardous substances such as radioactive cesium. In addition,
proteins that are partially ionizable as a function of the pH of an aqueous solution can be captured
by polymeric adsorbents in porous hollow-fiber forms. Some epoxy groups of GMA graft chains are
converted into the sulfonic acid group (SA group, –SO3H) by reaction with sodium sulfite and into the
diethylamino group (DEA group, –N(C2H5)2) by reaction with diethylamine, as shown in Figure 4.
Both SA and DEA groups are ionizable in an aqueous solution. Graft chains immobilizing the ionizable
group are defined as charged or ion-exchange graft chains. Charged graft chains can capture ions
in an aqueous solution. Furthermore, extension of the charged graft chains caused via electrostatic
repulsion and hydration produces space for adsorption of proteins and for precipitation of inorganic
compounds (Figure 5). In enormous combinations of substrates and graft chains, we focus on a charged
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graft chain in this review and introduce its recent progresses on functions, features, and usages in the
following sections.

Figure 4. Immobilization of negatively and positively charged graft chains onto porous hollow-fiber membrane.

Figure 5. Protein multilayer adsorption and inorganic-precipitate immobilization to the extended
charged polymer chains.

6. Multilayer Adsorption of Protein to Charged Graft Chain

In the purification of proteins such as pharmaceuticals, foods, and biocatalysts, bead-packed
columns have been widely used [51,52]. However, the protein adsorption rate decreased with
increasing flow rate of the protein solution through the column. In our studies, to prepare a novel
adsorbent capable of improving the protein adsorption rate, a commercially available polyethylene
porous hollow-fiber membrane was selected as a polymer substrate. A hollow fiber has inner and
outer diameters of 2 and 3 mm, respectively, a porosity of 70%, and an average pore size of 0.5 µm.
The irradiation of an electron beam onto this hollow fiber produces radicals uniformly throughout the
entire volume. Subsequently, an epoxy-group-containing vinyl monomer, GMA, was graft-polymerized
uniformly throughout the entire volume of the hollow fiber. A porous hollow-fiber membrane with
the DEA-group-containing graft chain (hereafter, DEA fiber) was prepared. One end of the DEA fiber
was connected to a syringe containing a protein solution and the other end was sealed, as illustrated in
Figure 6. The protein bovine serum albumin (BSA, pI 5) was dissolved in a buffer solution (pH 8.0) to
establish a negative surface charge. The BSA solution was fed into the inner surface of the DEA fiber
using a syringe pump at a constant flow rate in the range of 20 to 100 mL/h. During the permeation of
the BSA solution through the pores, the BSA was captured by the positively charged polymer brush
extending from the pore surface. The effluent penetrating the outer surface of the DEA fiber was
continuously collected with fraction vials.
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Figure 6. Experimental apparatus for the determination of breakthrough curves of modified porous
hollow-fiber membrane for protein adsorption.

The breakthrough curve, i.e., the BSA concentration of the effluent as a function of the accumulated
effluent volume, is shown in Figure 7 [53]. The ordinate is the BSA concentration ratio of the effluent to
the feed, whereas the abscissa is the accumulated effluent volume divided by the hollow-fiber volume
excluding the lumen volume. The breakthrough curves overlapped irrespective of the flow rate, i.e.,
the residence time of the protein solution in the pores. This indicates that the higher the flow rate of
the protein solution, the higher the overall adsorption rate of the protein. This behavior was ascribed
to the negligible diffusional mass-transfer resistance of the protein through the pores.

Figure 7. Dimensionless breakthrough and elution curves of anion-exchange porous hollow-fiber
membrane for bovine serum albumin adsorption.

The equilibrium binding capacity of BSA with respect to the BSA concentration of the feed was
calculated by integrating the breakthrough curves and was found to be 0.22 g of BSA per gram of the
DEA fiber. This value was five times the theoretical monolayer binding capacity, which was calculated
on the assumption that BSA molecules are adsorbed onto the pore surface in the monolayer in an
end-on orientation. This favorable result indicates that the charged polymer brushp captures BSA in
multilayers and probably at multipoints. Other proteins also bind to the charged polymer brush with
varying degrees of multilayer binding [54].

After some of the epoxy groups were converted into DEA groups, the remaining epoxy groups
were reacted with 2-hydroxyamino ethanol to minimize the nonselective adsorption of proteins.
The BSA that bound to the DEA fiber was quantitatively eluted by permeation with a 0.5 mol/L NaCl
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solution. In addition, the DEA fiber was conditioned with a buffer solution. The DEA fiber retained
the same amount of BSA adsorbed during permeation.

High-rate and high-capacity adsorption of proteins was achieved through repeated adsorption and
elution using the porous hollow-fiber membrane onto which the charged graft chain was immobilized.
In 2011, Asahi Kasei Medical Co. commercialized an anion-exchange porous hollow-fiber membrane
with the brand name “QyuSpeed D”. Membrane modules comprising the porous hollow-fiber
membranes were used for the purification of antibody-based pharmaceuticals.

7. Extension and Shrinkage of Charged Graft Chain

A lysozyme solution was used to permeate from the inner surface to the outer surface of the
SA fiber, i.e., a porous hollow-fiber membrane with immobilized SA-group-containing graft chains.
Lysozyme (pI 11) was dissolved in a buffer solution (pH 9.0) to establish a positive charge. However,
unlike the permeation of BSA solution through the DEA fiber, even at the upper limit of the operational
pressure of the syringe pump that feeds the lysozyme solution to the inner surface of the SA fiber,
the solution did not permeate through the pores. This is because the charged polymer brush markedly
extends owing to electrostatic repulsions between strongly ionizable SA groups.

To restore the permeability of the SA fiber, a 5.0 mmol/L MgCl2 solution was used to permeate [55].
The volume of the effluent penetrating the outer surface of the SA fiber increased. Subsequently,
the feed was switched to the lysozyme solution. As the amount of lysozyme adsorbed increased,
the operational pressure required to maintain a constant flow rate of the lysozyme solution decreased.
This phenomenon can be explained by considering the following. First, the SA-group-containing
polymer brush crosslinked with divalent magnesium ions. Second, magnesium ions were replaced by
lysozyme, a macromolecular cation. These two steps resulted in the shrinkage of the charged polymer
brush (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Ionic crosslinking of sulfonic acid-type charged graft chains with magnesium ions.

The epoxy groups of the GMA graft chains on the porous hollow-fiber membrane were ring-opened
with taurine (TA, NH2CH2CH2SO3H) instead of sodium sulfite (NaHSO3) [56]. Taurine is an
amphoteric compound that has amino and sulfonic acid groups. The resultant taurine-immobilized
porous hollow-fiber membrane (hereafter, TA fiber) exhibited a practical permeation flux without
prepermeation of the MgCl2 aqueous solution. The sulfonic acid group is partially shielded by the
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amino groups. The decrease in the equilibrium binding capacity for lysozyme of the TA fiber by 70%
compared with the SA fiber reflects the decrease in the degree of extension of the charged graft chain.

8. Immobilization of Precipitate Using Charged Graft Chain

Potassium metal hexacyanoferrates [57,58] and zeolites [59–61] are known as selective adsorbents
for cesium ions. However, for the purpose of cesium-ion removal from the river or sea water,
these adsorbents are not suitable because they are particle form and their collection from the
contaminated water is not easy. A precipitate of insoluble cobalt ferrocyanide (CoFC) was formed
in the polymer chain grafted onto a commercially available nylon 6 fiber [62]. Potassium metal
ferrocyanide was reported as a selective inorganic adsorbent for cesium [57,63]. As shown in Figure 9,
the impregnation scheme for the CoFC-immobilized fiber consists of six steps: (1) irradiation of gamma
rays on nylon fiber, (2) graft polymerization of GMA onto the irradiated nylon fiber, (3) addition
of triethylene diamine (TEDA) to the epoxy groups of the GMA graft chain, (4) conditioning with
HCl aqueous solution, (5) adsorption of ferrocyanide ions (Fe(CN)6

4−) to the TEDA moiety, and (6)
precipitation of insoluble cobalt ferrocyanide with cobalt chloride aqueous solution. The CoFC content
of the resultant fiber, defined as a weight percentage of CoFC to the total mass of the product, was 12%.

Figure 9. Impregnation scheme for insoluble cobalt ferrocyanide onto nylon fiber.

The CoFC precipitate formed in the graft chain did not leak into the external liquid when the
pH and ionic strength of the liquid varied in the ranges of 0 to 13 and 0 to 1.0 mol/L, respectively,
and when rubbing stress was applied by hand. This stable immobilized structure is ascribed to the
entanglement and penetration of the CoFC precipitate by the graft chain owing to the electrostatic
attraction between the negative surface charge of the CoFC precipitate and the positive charge of the
TEDA-moiety-containing graft chain [64].

A bobbin of the CoFC-immobilized fiber has been mass-produced from a bobbin of commercially
available nylon 6 fiber by KJK Co. (Takasaki, Japan) by radiation-induced graft polymerization. From a
bobbin of the CoFC-immobilized fiber, braids and wound filters are manufactured. Braids were
immersed in water contaminated with radioactive cesium ions at the harbor of TEPCO Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, and wound filters were used for the filtration of the contaminated
groundwater pumped from the subdrain installed at the Nuclear Power Plant. Since April 2015,
the braids have been placed in the drainage system, side ditches, and wells to remove radioactive
cesium ions and their colloids. The cesium-bound fiber is incinerated to reduce the volume of
radioactive waste because the polymer substrate and graft chain are organic polymeric materials.
The incinerability of the adsorbents is an additional advantage of the graft-type polymeric adsorbent
over various inorganic adsorbents such as zeolites [65].
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9. Conclusions

Radiation-induced graft polymerization is a promising technique to append polymer chains to the
various components and shapes of polymer substrates. Especially, charged graft chains show unique
functions, features, and usages. The degree of extension and shrinkage of the charged polymer brush
or ionizable polymer brush is governed by internal factors such as the length and density of graft
chains, and the density of charged groups, and by external factors such as the pH and ionic strength of
the liquid surrounding the charged graft chains. In the case of a porous material used as the polymer
substrate, the extension of the polymer root imbedded in the matrix of the polymer substrate resulted
in the swelling of the entire volume of the polymer substrate, whereas that of the polymer brush
stretching from the pore surface provided space for the adsorption of proteins and the precipitation
of inorganic compounds. The space led to high-capacity binding and high-content immobilization.
Radiation-induced graft polymerization enables us to select various shapes and components of
commercially available polymers for the polymer substrate and to design the mass-production of
the innovative polymeric adsorbents. The charged graft chains prepared by radiation-induced graft
polymerization will be studied further to explore their additional practical applications.
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